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Abstract 

Despite the wide spread activity related to indirect 

translation, no theoretical body related to this activity, nor 

even a specific term to refer to it, exists in any of the Indian 

languages. This suggests that it is not considered as a 

practice that is different from direct translation and thus 

remains, as elsewhere, an under-researched, under- theorized 

area largely ignored in the rapidly evolving field of 

Translation Studies both as theory and practice. There is 

every  need for research in this area since the role played by 

indirect translations not only in facilitating accessibility to 

texts that would otherwise remain inaccessible but also in 

fulfilling some function in the target context  cannot   be 

ignored by translation studies scholars. There is an urgent 

need to enlarge the field of Translation Studies by including 

indirect translation both as a process and product and to 

generate much needed body of theoretical knowledge related 

to it that would benefit both the translators and the translator 

trainers. The present paper is a humble beginning in this 

direction and an indirect translation made from Bengali into 

Telugu is taken up as a case study for studying the nature of 

this process. 

Keywords: Indirect Translation, Filter Language, Mediating 

Language, Mahaswetha Devi, Bitter Soil, Salt. 

An Indirect Translation (ITr), as understood from the term 

itself, is not a direct translation from a source text but an 

indirect one, i.e., a translation of a translation. It is a translation 

practice well-known and well-established all over the world 
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and also has a long history. In the Indian context we are aware 

that the two epics – the Ramayana and the Mahabharat have 

been translated and retranslated several times over from other 

translations. In the present context, it is English and Hindi that 

have been serving as the mediating languages, facilitating 

translations from one Indian language into another. When it 

comes to translations from foreign languages, English has long 

been serving as the intermediary language. Despite the wide 

spread activity related to indirect translation, no theoretical 

body related to this activity, nor even a specific term to refer to 

it exists in any of the Indian languages, which suggests that it 

is not considered as a practice that is different from direct 

translation and thus remains, as elsewhere, an under-

researched, under-theorized area largely ignored in the rapidly 

evolving field of Translation Studies both as theory and 

practice. It also suggests that it is being treated as a marginal 

activity, a necessary evil that need not be given importance in 

the field of Translation Studies.    

It is perhaps this realization that prompted  a  conference on 

―Voice in Indirect Translation‖ held at the University of 

Lisbon (JET1 2013), and a panel presented at the 2013 

congress of the European Society for Translation Studies,  

which eventually resulted in the publication of a special issue 

of Translation Studies (Vol.10, No.2, 2017) by Routledge. The 

inspiration for the present paper has also come from this 

special issue.  

As is well known one apparent reason for why indirect 

translation takes place is the lack of competent translators 

between the given pair of languages. This is mainly the case 

for indirect translations that take place among Indian 

languages through English or Hindi as the intermediary 

language. Additionally  ―the difficulty of obtaining the original 

text‖; or the difficulty in ―translating from a geographically 
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and/or structurally distant languages‖ and  ―the higher price of 

translating  from a distant language‖ are some of the 

motivating factors for ITr as mentioned by Alexandra Assis 

Rosa, Hanna Pieta& Rita Bueno Maia (2017: 114).  

Alexandra Assis Rosa, Hanna Pieta & Rita Bueno Maia (2017) 

state that ―Historically, ITr appears to decrease when adequacy 

or source-orientedness prevails, but increase when 

acceptability or target-orientedness prevails‖ (114). If we 

consider the Indian context in general, target orientedness 

prevailed until the translators came under the influence of 

western notions of translation and thus the distinction between 

the direct translation and indirect translation was never 

considered a matter of great significance. This is the reason 

why we do not have any term to refer to an indirect translation. 

Even in the case of acknowledged indirect translations made 

through a filter language, though the original source and its 

translation in the second language that served as the source to 

the present translation are acknowledged, but no other word 

except ―Anuvaad‖ or ―Anuvadam‖ is used to refer both to the 

activity and the resulting product. If we have to recognize this 

activity and make it visible, in the first place we have to think 

of a designated word to refer to this kind of indirect process of 

translation as it is the presence or absence of  metalanguage 

that makes an activity visible or invisible. We can probably 

start using the self-explanatory terms, ―pratyaksha anuvaad‖ 

and ―paroksha anuvaad‖ indicating the division within the 

activity of translation and the latter need not be considered as 

something inferior to the former as each one has its own place 

and function in any given target polysystem in general.   

Shibani Phukan (2003) seems to be the only one to refer to this 

directly. While comparing the western theories of translation 

with Indian theories of translation she  points out  the 

difference between the two stating that western theories of 
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translation generally presume that translation is carried out 

directly from a source language into a target language but in 

India the practice of producing translations from translations, 

i.e., indirect translations, is fairly common. 

In the present context, we can only assume that indirect 

translation in general is viewed negatively both by  publishers 

and readers, especially the critics among them, as it is 

considered as something twice removed from the original. This 

could be the reason or one of the reasons why indirect 

translations are not always openly acknowledged as such. This 

remains only an assumption until and unless it is supported by 

concrete data.    

There is every  need for research in the area of indirect 

translation since the role played by it   not only in facilitating 

accessibility to texts that would otherwise remain inaccessible 

but also in fulfilling some  function in the target context is not 

something that can  be ignored by translation studies scholars. 

Moreover, Translation Studies has moved further away from 

its earlier primary concern with the fidelity to the source text 

and literal versus free and such other binary notions, to other 

culturally  more important issues after it has taken a cultural 

turn. In view of this, there is an urgent need to enlarge the field 

by including indirect translation both as process and product 

and to generate much needed body of theoretical knowledge 

related to it which would benefit both the translators and the 

translator trainers. The present paper is a humble beginning in 

this direction. An indirect translation made from Bengali into 

Telugu is taken up as a case study for studying the nature of 

this process and the issues involved in it. 

At the outset, before moving on to the case study, I would like 

to raise certain questions that need to be addressed pertaining 

to indirect translation in the Indian context. We need to 
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ascertain data related to different cultural, historical, political 

and literary contexts in order to arrive at a comprehensive 

understanding of the following questions: 

1. How common or natural indirect literary translations are in 

the Indian context? 

2. Is there any historical account of the indirect translations 

in any of the Indian contexts? 

3. What were the mediating or intermediary languages in the 

context of literary translations in India at different periods 

of history? 

4. What are the language pairs that generally require 

intermediary translations? 

5. What is the perception or attitude of the publishers and the 

reading public towards indirect translations? 

6.  What is the attitude of the government organizations that 

commission literary translations towards indirect 

translations? 

7. Are indirect translations considered for awards/prizes on 

par with the direct translations? 

8. Can the indirect translations be commissioned by any 

reputed agency? 

9. Do the indirect translations remain overt or covert?  

10. If they are overt is the identity of the intermediary 

translation, language and the translator of it 

acknowledged? 

11. Is it possible to identify indirect translations and 

distinguish them from direct translations even if they are 

not acknowledged? 

12. What are the consequences of the indirect translation from 

the perspective of the source language and the target 
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language in terms of textual, cultural, conceptual and 

ideological aspects? 

13. In terms of the translation theory and practice how does 

indirect translation differ from direct translation? 

14. How does indirect translation impact translation pedagogy, 

CAT tools and even machine translation? 

15. Like how literary texts are sometimes written keeping in 

mind their translatability into other languages can we also 

find translations  produced in an international language or 

language of wider reach not meant for any direct 

readership but to facilitate further translations into various 

other languages of the world? 

16. The last but not the least, is there any meta-discourse 

available regarding indirect translation in any of the Indian 

languages?  

Coming to the case study, a comparative textual analysis of 

Mahaswetha Devi‘s short story ‗Salt‘  and its Telugu 

translation-‗Uppu‘ has been undertaken in this paper In order 

to understand the dynamics of indirect translation. This story is 

translated into Telugu not directly from Bengali original but its 

English translation by Ipsita Chanda, in the volume-Bitter Soil 

published by Seagull, Calcutta (first printing in 1998 and the 

second printing in 2002). Hyderabad Book Trust brought out 

an anthology of short stories by Mahasweta Devi, with the title 

―Rudhali‖ in Telugu in 1998. In this volume, two stories- 

‗Little ones‘ and ‗Salt‘ were translated into Telugu from the 

above English translation. While the ‗Little Ones‘ was 

translated by Achuth and ‗Salt‘ was translated by Prabhanjan. 

Both have acknowledged the mediating translation in English 

and provided its details. 

Here is the detailed textual analysis of the two texts-Salt in 

English and Uppu in Telugu: 
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1. NOT BY HAND, OR BY BREAD, nimak se marega- I‘ll 

kill you by salt, Uttamchand Bania had said.  
చేత్తో  కదు.తిండిత్త కదు . ఉప్పుత్త మిమ్మల్ని దెబ్బ కొడత్ా. ఉప్పుత్తనే 
మిమ్మల్ని చంపేస్ో  అనాిడు  ఉతో్ంచంద్. 

 (Back Translation (Hereafter BT): Not by hand, by food. I‘ll 

attack you by salt. I‘ll kill you by salt itself, said Uttamchand 

Bania). 

The English translation and the Telugu translation respectively 

begin with the above lines. It can be noted from the above that 

the Telugu translation is a faithful reproduction of the English 

translation. It is faithful to the extent that even the double 

translation that is there in English, once in Hindi and then in 

English (namak se marega- I‘ll kill you by salt) is also 

retained, but both the sentences have been translated into 

Telugu, thus repeating the sentence, only emphasis is added to 

the second sentence. In the English translation, it is quite 

understandable that since the sentence in Hindi is retained, it 

needed to be translated into English. But in the Telugu 

translation when the sentence in Hindi is translated into 

Telugu, there is no need to give again the translation of its 

English translation. This unnecessary repetition could have 

been avoided had the Telugu translator understood the system 

of translation followed by the English translator. This 

illustration highlights an important point that needs the 

attention of the translators engaged in indirect translation, i.e., 

they have to first study the translation that they are taking as 

their source text and be clear about the method of translation 

adapted by the translator. This would help them overcome 

some of the issues involved in an indirect translation. 

2. The village is bound in the shackles of betbegari to 

Uttanchand. 
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ఆ ఊరు బ్ేత్  బ్ేగరి(వెట్టిచాకిరి) సంకెళ్ళత్త ఉతో్ంచంద్ గుపిట్లో  ఉంది 

(BT: The village is under the grip of Uttamchand with the 

shackles of beth begari (wageless labour). 

3. What namak haraami! 
ఎంత్ నమ్క్ హరమీలు (నమ్మక దరొహృలు) 

(BT: What namak haraamis (betrayers)! 

4. Let them find out what ghato tastes like without salt. 
ఉప్పులేని ఘాట్ల(గంజి) రుచి  ఎట్లో  ఉంట్ుందో వళ్ళకు త్ెల్నస్ొసుో ంది. 

(BT: They will come to know how ghato (gruel) tastes without 

salt). 

5. This time Purti caught hold of the thikadar of the Forest 

Department- Give us work. Pay us in salt, not cash. 
ప్పూరిో ఈస్రి అట్వీస్ఖ ఠీకదాద్(కంట్కిొర్) ను ప్పట్ుి కొని " మ్ాకు ప్పని 

ఇవ్వండి బ్లబ్ూ! కూల్నకి ప ైసల్నవ్వనకకరలోదు, ఉపివ్వండి, చాలు!" అని 

ప్ొదేయ ప్పడాా డు. 

(BT: This time Purti caught hold of the thikadhadh (contractor) 

of the forest department and pleaded-―Give us work Sir! You 

do not have to pay us in cash, give us salt, that‘s all!‖) 

6. They only eat ghato, maroa or boiled bhutta and vegetables 

or fruits or meat and fish.                          

 వళ్ళళ వొట్టి  ఘాట్ొ, లేదా మ్ారోవ (ముకకజొని పండ)ి లేదా 
ఉడికించిన భుట్లి  (ముకకజొని ఖండె) ఇంక వొట్టి  కూరగయలు, లేదా 
ప్పళ్ళళ, లేదా మ్ాంసం, చేప్పలు తింట్లరు. 
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(BT: They only eat ghato, or maroa (maize flour) or boiled 

bhutta (corn ear) and plain vegetables, or fruits, or meat and 

fish.)  

7. The film had mighty gunmen, gunfights, a voluptuous 

tongawalli and Amitabh Bachchan. 
సనిమ్ాలో గొప్పి గొప్పి త్ుప్కి దరంగలూ,ఒయాారం ఒల్నకించే ఒంప్పు 
స్ొంప్పుల ట్లంగవలీ(గురరబ్బండి త్తలే ఆమ్ామయి) అమిత్ాబ్ బ్చన్ 

వ్గెైరలు ఉనాిరు. 

(BT: The film had mighty robbers wielding guns, a voluptuous 

tongawali ( a  woman driver of a horse-drawn cart), Amitabh 

Bachchan and the like.)  

8. They knew that if the mahajan didn‘t lend them money, the 

junglee adivasis would die of starvation. 
మ్హాజన్ అపివ్వకప్ోత్ే జంగీో- (అడవి మ్నుషుల ైన ) ఆదివసులు 
ఆకల్నత్త చస్ో రని వళ్ళకు త్ెలుసు. 

(BT: They knew that if the Mahajan does not lend them 

money, the junglee (uncultured people) adivasis would die of 

starvation.)  

9. Finally, the daroga says- They must have been drunk. 
చివ్రకు దరోగ (ఇన్ స ికిర్) త్ేలేేస్డు, " వళ్ళళ త్ప్పికుండా 
త్ప్పిత్ాగి ఉంట్లరు" అని. 

(BT: Finally, the daroga (Inspector) said, ―they must have been 

drunk‖.) 

Two points are to be made regarding the above sentences 

drawn from the texts under consideration. Firstly, in the 
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English translation we find a glossary at the end where all the 

native words and expressions retained in the translation have 

been explained. But the Telugu translation, as can be observed 

from the above illustrations, gives the original Bengali words 

retained in the English translation and also a Telugu translation 

of their meaning given in the glossary in the English 

translation, in the text itself within parenthesis, next to the 

source word retained. This kind of double translation marks 

the foreignization that is resorted to in the translations. Even 

the English translation has followed the method of 

foreignization by retaining many native words and expressions 

used in the Bengali original, and it is more of a scholarly 

translation than a popular translation. 

The Telugu translation as a result of the double translation 

becomes too clumsy and lacks readability. This kind of 

redundancy could have been avoided, had it been a direct 

translation. In the English translation it is necessary to explain 

all these native words and expressions and a glossary is thus 

added. The advantage of giving a glossary at the end is it does 

not hinder the readability of the text and helps only those 

readers who are keen on learning the cultural meanings and 

connotations of these source words. In the Telugu translation, 

by simply giving one translation, the one given within 

brackets, the translator would have made the text more 

readable, fluent and smooth. This is an issue that is likely to be 

common to any indirect translation from one Indian language 

into another made through English. If the intermediary 

translations were to be in Hindi this problem could have been 

avoided to a large extent. As translation studies scholars we are 

aware of the problems involved in using English in the Indian 

context as a medium for literary expression and exchange. All 

said and done it is a language not native to our soil and 

secondly any English knowing person from anywhere in the 
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globe can be a potential target reader for an English 

translation. It thus necessitates explanatory translations and 

footnotes and endnotes or glossaries which may not be 

required if the target readers are to be only Indians.   

10. Across the breast of the sands, their figures gradually 

grow smaller. 
ఇసుక తినెిలప ై నడుసుో ని ఝూఝుర్ ఆదివసుల ఆకరలు 
కరమ్ంగ చినివెై ప్ోయాయి. 

(BT: The figures of the Jhujhur adivasis walking on the sand 

beds gradually grew smaller.)  

11. At first, Purti and the others didn‘t give much importance 

to the unavailability of salt in the market. 
అంగళ్ళలో త్మ్కు ఉప్పు దరరకక ప్ోవ్డానిి ప్పూరిో, ఇత్ర ఆదివసులు 
ముదట్లో   ఏమ్ంత్ ప్పట్టించుకోలేదు. 

(BT: At first, Purti and other adivasis did not bother much 

about the unavailability of salt in the market.)  

12. He wheedled and coaxed them into sending three boys 

from the village to school. 
అత్డు ఆదివసులకు మ్ంచి మ్ాట్లత్త నచే చెప్ిడు. మ్ుగుు రు 
పలోల్ని బ్డికి ప్పంప్పడానికి వళ్ళను 

 ఒపించాడు. 

(BT: He convinced the adivasis with all his good talk. He 

made them agree to send three children to school.) 
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Another point is observed in this analysis is related to the use 

of pronouns and nouns. As illustrated by the above examples, 

in most of the places where there is pronominal reference in 

English, the nouns are repeated in Telugu. While the pronouns 

they or them are used to refer to Adivasis in the English 

translation, the Telugu translation repeats the noun Adivasis 

itself, probably to make the text much more clear. The Bengali 

original has also, it seems, used pronouns just like the English 

translation rather than repeating the noun ‗Adivasi‘. Due to 

this reason, while the word Adivasi(s) is used only 7 times in 

the English translation, it has been used 27 times in the Telugu 

translation. This shift in the cohesive tie used in the text, from 

pronominal reference to lexical repetition, has also led to 

further added density to the text in Telugu. Additionally, this 

kind of repetition of the noun ‘adivasis‘ in the Telugu 

translation so many times also has the impact of highlighting 

or emphasizing the fact that this is the story of adivasis or even 

representing them as ‗the other‘(similar to oriental 

representations that repeat the word ‗Indians‘).  

Another interesting point that has been observed in this study 

is related to the expression-‗show business‘. Consider the 

following: 

The elephants of Betla understand ‘show business’. 
బ్ేట్లో  ప్ొంత్ప్పు ఏనుగులకు  'షో బిజినెస్ '  అరథమ్వ్ుత్ుంది. 

(BT: The elephants of Betla understand ―Show busisness‖.) 

Here we can see that the expression- ‗show business‘ has been 

retained in the Telugu translation. It is learnt that this is indeed 

the expression that is used in the original Bengali text. Here it 

needs to be pointed out that the Bengali text said to contain a 

lot of English words and some of them in the native 

pronunciation. The English translator has retained all the 
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English words and expressions that were used in the original 

Bengali and italicized them to indicate that they were actually 

given in English in the source text itself. In one case, even the 

native pronunciation of the word ‗film‘ is indicated by writing 

the word as ―fillum‖. Since the Telugu translator has no access 

to the Bengali source text and depended solely on the English 

translation this feature of the source text has gone completely 

missing in the Telugu translation. It is learnt from the English 

translator who is quite familiar with the variety of language 

spoken by the tribes represented in the story that the language 

spoken by these tribes is a mix of Bengali, Hindi and English; 

and a mix of class and caste registers. Unfortunately this point 

is not stated by the translator anywhere since the text has no 

translator‘s note or introduction. This point underscores the 

importance of the translator‘s note or introduction where 

certain aspects, both textual and contextual, related to the 

source text get highlighted and the strategies adapted by the 

translator would also be explained. This becomes crucial, even 

more, in the case of indirect translations where the second 

translator solely depends on the first translation. Fortunately, 

things are much better now as more and more publishers are 

encouraging the translators to come up with introduction and 

the translators themselves are insisting that their translation 

must go to print with an introduction. 

Conclusion 

The first point that is observed in this textual analysis is that, 

being a faithful reproduction of the English translation, the 

Telugu translation has retained all the original terms that have 

been retained in the English translation and whatever 

explanation that is provided in the glossary is also given within 

the text itself in parenthesis. The English translation since it is 

meant for both national and international audience needs to 

provide gloss to all the original terms and expressions that 
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have been retained for the benefit of especially the non-Indian 

English readers.   But if an Indian text is getting translated 

from one Indian language into another many of the cultural 

and religious terms and expressions need not be explained as 

they can be understood because of the shared culture. But then 

an indirect translation like the one under consideration 

faithfully tries to reproduce everything from the English 

translation without considering the fact that many of the 

explanations become redundant in a translation in an Indian 

language meant for Indian readership.  

The second point I would like to highlight here is related to the 

modalities involved in a translation. I feel that even in an 

indirect translation the translator can cross check with the 

original Indian text rather than depending totally on the 

intermediary translation in English. In this context I suggest 

that collaborative translations would be a better option than 

indirect translations especially when the source language is an 

Indian language and the source text and optionally the source 

author is available for consultation. Many problems that come 

to the fore because of the indirect nature of the translation 

process, and more so when the intermediary translation is 

English, could be avoided by going for collaborative 

translations. 

The third and the last point I would like to emphasize is that 

the translators engaged in indirect translation are required to 

analyze the translation that they take as their source text 

thoroughly in order to understand the translation strategy 

adapted by the translator and if possible, should get in touch 

with the translator, just like how a translator gets in touch with 

the source author if the latter is available and accessible for 

consultation. This would help reduce the gap between the 

source text and the indirect translation on the one hand and the 

influence of the intermediary translation on the other. 
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Translator‘s note, if available, would come to the rescue of the 

translator engaged in indirect translation in analyzing the 

intermediary translation and understanding the 

strategy/strategies adapted by its translator. The translator‘s 

awareness of the indirect nature of her/his translation and 

her/his acquaintance with translation theory would also go a 

long way in making the indirect translations not so indirect.  

To conclude, there is a lot of scope for research in this area and 

lots of indirect translations are also available for analysis both 

from foreign languages into Indian languages and also from 

one Indian language into another. One can go for either 

synchronic studies or diachronic studies. Scholars can even 

take up collaborative projects to study this phenomenon and 

make useful contributions to both theory and practice of 

indirect translation.  
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